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Inspection dates
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Previous inspection:

Satisfactory

3

This inspection:

Good

2

Achievement of pupils

Good

2

Quality of teaching

Good

2

Behaviour and safety of pupils

Good

2

Leadership and management

Good

2

Overall effectiveness

Summary of key findings for parents and pupils
This is a good school.
 The strong leadership of the headteacher,
the deputy headteacher and governors has
ensured that all areas have improved
consistently since the previous inspection.
 Children in the Nursery and Reception classes
are happy, well cared for and enjoy their
learning.
 All groups of pupils make good progress and
achieve above average standards when they
leave school.
 Teaching is typically at least good and
occasionally better; consequently, pupils
enjoy learning and make rapid progress.

 Pupils whose circumstances make them
vulnerable, disabled pupils and those with
special educational needs receive excellent
support and achieve above expectations.
 Pupils' spiritual, moral, social and cultural
development is exceptionally well promoted; it
consistently supports their learning and
progress in lessons.
 Pupils behave well and feel very safe in school
and have positive attitudes to learning.
 Pupils enjoy coming to school, which is
reflected in their punctuality, keenness to learn
and high attendance.

It is not yet an outstanding school because
 Teaching does not always provide enough
opportunities for pupils to work by
themselves.
 The marking of pupils work does not always
provide enough guidance to help them
understand how to improve.

 Not all leaders are fully involved in making
checks on teaching and learning. The best
teaching in the school is not consistently
shared with all staff.
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Information about this inspection
 Inspectors visited 21 lessons, one with the headteacher, as well as a number of short visits to
lessons.
 Meetings were held with pupils, members of the governing body, a representative of the local
authority, as well as staff, including senior and middle leaders.
 Inspectors met with a number of parents and carers. There were 15 responses to the online
questionnaire (Parent View) and inspectors reviewed the recent school questionnaire responses
from parents and carers.
 Inspectors observed the school’s work and looked at a number of documents, including the
school’s own self-evaluation, data on pupils' current progress and attendance, planning and
monitoring documentation, records relating to behaviour and documents relating to
safeguarding.

Inspection team
John Croghan, Lead inspector

Additional inspector

Vicky Turner

Additional inspector

Christopher Gray

Additional inspector
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Full report

Information about this school
 St Mary's is larger than the average sized primary school with Nursery and Reception classes.
 The proportion of pupils at school action, school action plus or with a statement of special
educational needs is well above average.
 The proportion of pupils eligible for the pupil premium is well above the national average.
 The school has a large majority of pupils who speak English as an additional language.
 A minority of pupils come from White British backgrounds, with most pupils coming from a
variety of ethnic backgrounds. The largest groups are from Caribbean and Black African
backgrounds.
 The school meets the current floor standards, which sets the minimum expectations for pupils'
attainment and progress.
 The school offers no alternative provision.

What does the school need to do to improve further?
 Increase the proportion of outstanding teaching by:
– ensuring that marking and feedback make clear to pupils how well they have done, provide
clear guidance about what they need to do to improve, and that pupils are given
opportunities to respond to the teachers’ comments
– sharing the planned learning with pupils, so that they are better able to understand how well
they are learning and making progress
– making teachers’ introductions to lessons more concise so that pupils have more time to
work by themselves.
 Improve further the quality of leadership and management by:
– sharing more widely the work to improve the school by involving more staff who have
particular responsibilities
– ensuring leaders establish greater consistency in the quality of teaching by sharing the skills
and expertise of the best teachers in the school.
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Inspection judgements
The achievement of pupils

is good

 Most children enter Nursery with levels of skill well below those typically seen for their age. They
make good progress so that by the time they enter Year 1 their attainment is much closer to that
of other children nationally.
 Until recently, progress has been slower in Years 1 and 2 than in other year groups. However,
current pupils and last year's results at Key Stage 1 show much better progress and higher
attainment is being achieved. Pupils in both these year groups are now achieving near national
expectations in both reading and writing, and attainment in mathematics is rising across the
school, including in Years 1 and 2.
 Consistently good progress during Key Stage 2 has been sustained for several years and in all
areas, including mathematics, which was especially strong in 2012.
 The progress of pupils entitled to pupil premium continues to be a strength of the school, because
their attainment is above that of other similar pupils nationally. The strong support provided by
teachers and teaching assistants, with clear direction given from senior leaders, has had a very
positive effect on the progress of all different groups of pupils.
 Disabled pupils and those with special educational needs do exceptionally well, and make
particularly good progress. Pupils who speak English as an additional language are well supported
and make good progress in acquiring the necessary skills to read and develop their vocabulary. All
ethnic groups, including those from White British backgrounds, make good progress and the
school ensures equal opportunities for all.
 The recent introduction of the Read Write Inc programme to support the teaching of reading,
including recognition of letter shapes, sounds and blends is proving successful because targeted
support is based on pupils’ current attainment rather than their age.
 Progress is good in the majority of classes and subjects because, as seen for example in
mathematics at Key Stage 2, areas of weakness are identified and appropriate steps are taken to
address them.
 Pupils’ exceptional spiritual, moral, social and cultural development creates an effective ethos for
learning and ensures lessons are enjoyed by pupils and staff.

The quality of teaching

is good

 The majority of teaching is good and occasionally outstanding, so that most pupils make rapid
progress. Improved mathematics teaching is also raising attainment and progress for most pupils,
especially recently at Key Stage 1. Teaching has improved since the last inspection and strong
attention is now given to the development of basic skills in reading, writing and mathematics, so
that in the best lessons seen pupils were often using resources and working on their own.
 Teachers have high expectations of what pupils can achieve and a good knowledge of pupils’
levels of understanding and ability.
 Teachers and teaching assistants are good at asking probing questions, especially when working
with small groups and individuals. Occasionally, teachers, do not share with pupils clear learning
intentions, talk for too long at the beginning of lessons and do not give pupils enough opportunity
to work by themselves.
 The International Primary Curriculum has provided an exciting curriculum and the opportunity to
link subjects whenever possible. This was seen in Year 4 in lessons about habitats, where the use
of geographical and scientific skills assisted the prediction process, as pupils searched for insects
outside and wrote about their findings when back in the classroom.
 Pupils learn at a good pace because teachers plan work accurately which is accurately matched to
their level of ability, so that progress year on year is now consistent and pupils’ confidence is high,
particularly in reading and writing and mathematics.
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 Marking and the feedback given to pupils are of variable quality across the school. In weaker
marking, it is not always clear to pupils how well they have done and what they need to do to
improve.

The behaviour and safety of pupils

are good

 In all observations, conversations and meetings with pupils, behaviour was mostly good or better.
Good behaviour and relationships in classrooms ensure there are positive attitudes to learning,
even when pupils are required to listen to the teacher for some time. Inspection evidence
indicates that, over time, behaviour and safety are good, rather than outstanding, because
attitudes to learning are not exemplary. At playtimes and lunchtimes, pupils were aware of the
needs of others and ensured that they did their best to avoid upsetting anyone.
 Pupils’ attendance is high and persistent absence continues to remain exceptionally low because
of the good care given to pupils. All staff, including office staff, know pupils' names and a strong
caring atmosphere is evident throughout the school. Pupils, including those in the early years
setting, feel exceptionally safe, and when asked are able to identify risks to their safety and the
actions they would take. Pupils feel that they can go to an adult if they are worried, with the
‘Place2Be’ resource providing valuable emotional support.
 Pupils’ enthusiasm is cherished as seen, for example, in a junior assembly on choices and
teamwork, where they displayed high levels of excitement but could also quickly calm down and
be involved in a time of quiet reflection. Regular visits to church by Key Stage 2 pupils provide
excellent opportunities to develop their spiritual awareness.
 In the majority of lessons, pupils work very well together and support each other in their learning
and are quick to praise their friends when they have success.
 Pupils understand about bullying, including name-calling. They know that the very few instances
of bullying that occur in school are dealt with swiftly and effectively by adults.
 Pupils at St Mary's, of all abilities and cultures, walk around school with confidence and feel very
much part of it on the many occasions when they are given the opportunity to show their
initiative, sense of responsibility or care.

The leadership and management

are good

 The headteacher leads a very cohesive community with passion, professionalism and care where
the many different cultures and traditions are valued. There is no discrimination.
 The headteacher and deputy headteacher know the school's strengths and have an accurate
understanding of the school’s performance; information which has been used well to bring about
the improvements seen.
 Leaders and managers are sharply focused on improving the school and doing all they can to
ensure that pupils achieve well, by addressing the lack of consistent practice in some classes
through sharing the skills and expertise of the best teachers in the school. However, not all
leaders with particular responsibilities are fully involved in the work to improve the school.
 The lack of good progress in mathematics was identified and effective action taken to bring about
improvements, including staff training to improve the quality of the teaching of mathematics.
Pupils talk about their enjoyment of mathematics lessons and attainment is rising, including in Key
Stage 1 classes.
 The now embedded curriculum provides rich learning opportunities for pupils and the school is
developing a much broader range of activities including more visitors to the school.
 Senior leaders are accurate in their judgements on the quality of teaching when observing
lessons, scrutinising pupils’ work or checking data. Half termly meetings to discuss individual
pupils’ progress have increased the accountability of both teachers and teaching assistants for
pupils' learning and progress.
 Thorough analysis of data on pupils’ attainment and progress leads to well-targeted and effective
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extra support for pupils who may be falling behind.
 The governance of the school:
– Governance is a strength of the school and has been a key element in the significant progress
made by the school since the previous inspection. Governors have a good understanding of
the school’s overall performance (including when compared with other schools nationally) and
play a pivotal role in improving the quality of teaching and learning by being in school
regularly and making careful checks on systems for managing the performance, promotion and
the salaries of staff. They give strong support to the headteacher and help to ensure the high
attendance of pupils is maintained. They check data on the performance of pupils, have a
handle on the budget, manage the finances well and pay particular attention to the use and
allocation of the pupil premium funding and its impact. They have excellent knowledge of the
school’s past and current performance, and have updated their skills with relevant training.
They ensure that safeguarding requirements are met and that policies, such as those for
health and safety, are fully implemented.
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What inspection judgements mean
School
Grade

Judgement

Description

Grade 1

Outstanding

An outstanding school is highly effective in delivering outcomes
that provide exceptionally well for all its pupils’ needs. This ensures
that pupils are very well equipped for the next stage of their
education, training or employment.

Grade 2

Good

A good school is effective in delivering outcomes that provide well
for all its pupils’ needs. Pupils are well prepared for the next stage
of their education, training or employment.

Grade 3

Requires
improvement

A school that requires improvement is not yet a good school, but it
is not inadequate. This school will receive a full inspection within
24 months from the date of this inspection.

Grade 4

Inadequate

A school that has serious weaknesses is inadequate overall and
requires significant improvement but leadership and management
are judged to be Grade 3 or better. This school will receive regular
monitoring by Ofsted inspectors.
A school that requires special measures is one where the school is
failing to give its pupils an acceptable standard of education and
the school’s leaders, managers or governors have not
demonstrated that they have the capacity to secure the necessary
improvement in the school. This school will receive regular
monitoring by Ofsted inspectors.
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Unique reference number

101537

Local authority

Brent

Inspection number

400487

This inspection of the school was carried out under section 5 of the Education Act 2005.
Type of school

Primary

School category

Voluntary aided

Age range of pupils

3–11

Gender of pupils

Mixed

Number of pupils on the school roll

319

Appropriate authority

The governing body

Chair

Sandra Kitchen

Headteacher

Susan Lawrence

Date of previous school inspection

14–15 December 2009

Telephone number

020 8451 0363

Fax number

020 8451 5630

Email address
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Any complaints about the inspection or the report should be made following the procedures set out in the
guidance ‘raising concerns and making complaints about Ofsted', which is available from Ofsted’s website:
www.ofsted.gov.uk. If you would like Ofsted to send you a copy of the guidance, please telephone 0300
123 4234, or email enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk.

You can use Parent View to give Ofsted your opinion on your child’s school. Ofsted
will use the information parents and carers provide when deciding which schools to
inspect and when and as part of the inspection.
You can also use Parent View to find out what other parents and carers think about
schools in England. You can visit www.parentview.ofsted.gov.uk, or look for the link
on the main Ofsted website: www.ofsted.gov.uk

The Office for Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills (Ofsted) regulates and inspects to
achieve excellence in the care of children and young people, and in education and skills for learners
of all ages. It regulates and inspects childcare and children's social care, and inspects the Children
and Family Court Advisory Support Service (Cafcass), schools, colleges, initial teacher training, workbased learning and skills training, adult and community learning, and education and training in
prisons and other secure establishments. It assesses council children’s services, and inspects services
for looked after children, safeguarding and child protection.
Further copies of this report are obtainable from the school. Under the Education Act 2005, the school
must provide a copy of this report free of charge to certain categories of people. A charge not
exceeding the full cost of reproduction may be made for any other copies supplied.
If you would like a copy of this document in a different format, such as large print or Braille, please
telephone 0300 123 4234, or email enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk.
You may copy all or parts of this document for non-commercial educational purposes, as long as you
give details of the source and date of publication and do not alter the information in any way.
To receive regular email alerts about new publications, including survey reports and school inspection
reports, please visit our website and go to ‘Subscribe’.
Piccadilly Gate
Store St
Manchester
M1 2WD
T: 0300 123 4234
Textphone: 0161 618 8524
E: enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk
W: www.ofsted.gov.uk
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